
Employee 
Exit Checklist
Make the exiting process run
smoothly for both you and
your employee

CHECKLIST



When an employee is leaving your
organisation, there are a few
important things to remember,
and steps that need to be
followed. 

Use this checklist to make sure
that you've covered all the bases
when it comes to their exit.



 What is an exit checklist?

 Why is an exit checklist important?

 What are the appropriate steps for

exiting an employee?
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Why do you need an
employee exit checklist?
Designed to make a smooth transition for an employee
leaving your organisation, whatever the reason. 

A seamless separation is ensured for departing employees through this
employee off-boarding checklist. Without this process, your
organisation can be exposed to legal, security and reputational risks.

The following guide outlines the recommended steps to follow during
your staff member's notice period, on and after their last day at work.

Please note: This resource is intended to
guide you when exiting an employee who
has voluntarily resigned from their role.



Off-boarding checklists can be a useful tool in ensuring a smooth and seamless
transition from departing employees. You can reduce the likelihood of human error by
ensuring that all necessary steps are taken.

When an employee resigns, it can be a difficult time for both the employee leaving and
their manager. Without effective communication, there are frequent misunderstandings,
and low work productivity, and occasionally teams are forced to restart projects as a
result of a poor handoff. 

An exit checklist can make all the difference when it comes to ensuring a smooth
transition and preventing future problems. 

An employee who is frustrated and unhappy when leaving your company could leave bad
evaluations, impair employee morale, and harm your brand.

Why is following a process when
exiting an employee so important?



Section 1:

Before they leave



Before they leave you should:

Step Step Description Status

Check the
notice period

Gather reports
on all ongoing

projects

Accept Employees
Resignation

Organise parting
thank you’s

Set tasks and
organise

handovers

Complete Exit
interview

Recommended

Recommended

Required

Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

Check the employment agreement to
make sure that the staff member has

given the right amount of notice.

Gather status report on all ongoing
projects this should at least include

due dates and deliverables.

Complete an Acknowledgement of
Resignation Letter.

If appropriate, organise a farewell
and send invitations. Ensure a card is
circulated for other employees to sign

and a gift has been purchased.

Assign any reasonable tasks and
handovers. Make sure you ask for
them to save important files and

emails in a shared drive.

 Conduct an exit interview to get any
final feedback from the employee. It
can help ensure departing employee

voices are heard and help identify
areas for improvement. 



Have you...

Confirmed the employee's notice period

Accepted the employee's resignation letter

Set the employee's final tasks and organised task handover

Gathered updates on any projects or work still in progress

Organised a farewell event (e.g. morning tea) and gift

Complete an exit interview

Checklist: Before they leave



Section 2:

On their last day



On their last day of
employment you should:

Step Description Status

Collect company
assets

Offer to act as
a referee

Set up email and
phone redirects

Remove access to
accounts

Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

Collect any assets (If any assets were
issued during the job) such as a

computer, phone, uniform, books,
keys, security pass etc.

If appropriate, consider providing a
written reference or offering to act as
a referee for future job opportunities

Set up an auto-forward and out-of-
office auto-reply on their emails forward
their phone calls, and set up an out-of-

office message on their voicemail.

Remove their access to online
systems, e.g. the finance system and

the shared file server.



Removed their access to accounts

Offered to act as a referee

Have you...

Collected back all your companies assets 

Set up email and phone redirects

Checklist: On their last day



Section 3:

After they've left



After they've left you should:

Step Step Description Status

Remove them from
internal systems

Archive their
personnel file
and records

Provided a
statement of
employment

Organise their
Final Pay

Update their
personnel files

Recommended

Required

Required if
requested

Required

Required

Remove them from email distribution
lists, contact lists and their access to

IT systems.

Archive their personnel file and
records - these need to be stored for

at least seven years.

You must provide a statement
of employment if your employee

requests it.

Calculate their final pay, including
holiday leave owed, and pay it - you can
do this on their final payday rather than
their last day. Provide a Notice of Final

Payment form to the employee.

Update their personnel file with:
their last day of work, last pay

amount, and their final payout of all
holiday pay.



Have you...

Checklist: After they've left 

Removed them from all internal systems

Made their final payment

Updated their personnel files

Archived their personnel file and records

Provided a statement of employment *If requested



Need advice?

An employee offboarding checklist is a guide to make sure that all the
necessary steps are taken when an employee is leaving the company. By
using this employee offboarding checklist, you can be sure that you meet
your legal obligations and minimise risks to your organisation. 

By following this step-by-step process, your organisation can quickly and
systematically process an employee's exit. 

If you need advice on employment matter contact us
today — our team are here to help. 

Let's chat!

Next steps

www.lawhub.nz
enquiries@lawhub.nz
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